
When A3 / Ledger size tray is used.

Perfect jogging Performed  
Quickly with the Air  Blower
Jogging time is significantly reduced by the effect of the 
air blower. Wet ink on printed papers is quickly dried by 
the air, thus preventing staining of the paper by the ink.
See the effect and improvement in productivity compared
with conventional joggers.

When A4 / Letter size tray is used.
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Neat jogging rapidly achieved with the powerful air blower

Features

Thanks to the high-power air blower, which is the most powerful in its class, the AJ-700 reliably jogs unevenly 

arranged papers very quickly. It prevents the paper from becoming soiled by blowing air between the sheets.

Quick Drying of Ink and Elimination of Static
Wet ink can be rapidly dried by the effect of the air, which is even more effective in 

the case of two-sided printing. It is also effective for elimination of static electricity 

and powder stayed on the paper after printing.

Various Job Modes
Jogging strength and air volume are adjustable according to paper quantity 

and quality. In addition, the AJ-700 can operate in various modes such as 

air only, jogger only,reset timer operation and the time interval difference 

mode(continuous jogging for a preset period after the air has stopped).

Ideal Paper Handling
Ideal paper handling is possible with the AJ-700 before loading into a printer or 

collator so that the paper feed error such as empty and double feeding are thereby 

improved.

Paper size Max.
Min.

Specifications

UCHIDA AIR JOGGER

AJ-700 Floor type
Air Jogger

J-700 Floor type
Jogger

JT-7 Table top
Jogger

Max. paper loading

Thickness of jogger tray

Jogging system

Air blowing system

Power consumption

Power source

Net weight

Dimensions(W x D x H)

Standard accessories

                         328 x 450 mm (12.9" x 17.7") 

                         128 x 187 mm (5.0" x 7.3") 

                         800 pcs. of 64g/m2 

                         10cm (4.0") 

                         Vibrated by eccentric balanced weight 

                           110, 117, or 230VAC, 50 or 60Hz 

 by Air blower

720W  

 ●A4 / Letter size jogger tray  ●A3 / Ledger size jogger tray  ●Foot switch

None

60W

     35Kg (77lbs.)

 470 x 420 x 995 mm

(18.5" x 16.5" x 39.2")

25Kg (55lbs.)

 420 x 350 x 995 mm

(16.5" x 13.8" x 39.2")

Model 

     18Kg (40lbs.)

 420 x 350 x 350 mm

(16.5" x  13.8" x 13.8")

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 

JT-7
Ta ble top jogger 
without air

J-700
jogger without air

Angle of jogger tray is adjustable according

to paper quality.

0407KT3.0
Printed in Japan

 Timer

Air volumeJogger volumeContinuous  jogging

Foot operation (Operation panel)

Other jogger without air blowing

Angle adjustable


